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Thermal radiation is likely to play an important role in the cal-
culation of the energy balance in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs),
due to their high operating temperatures (6001–10001C). How-
ever, the majority of previous studies dealing with this issue have
used room-temperature radiative data for determining the over-
all heat transfer process within a given cell, which could lead to
an inexact appreciation of the role played by the thermal radi-
ation. Consequently, the thermal field within the cell could also
be incorrectly determined; however, accurate knowledge of the
thermal field is important in order to understand the mechanical
behavior of SOFCs. Several parameters, including chemical
composition, texture, thickness, and of course operating tem-
perature, have a large effect on the radiative properties of a
given compound. As a first step to elucidate the temperature-
dependent behavior of SOFCs, we deposited an La2NiO41d

cathodic layer on a planar ZrO2–8%Y2O3 electrolyte-supported
SOFC and investigated its radiative properties using high-
temperature infrared emissivity spectroscopy (1001–9001C).
Additional X-ray diffraction, thermo-gravimetric analysis, and
environmental scanning electron microscopy measurements were
also made to study the role played by both the chemical compo-
sition and texture on the radiative properties of the cell.

I. Introduction

THE solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is a promising technology
for future power generation because it offers a clean, quiet,

and highly efficient energy solution by comparison with con-
ventional systems. Depending on the materials used, SOFCs
usually operate at high temperatures (typically 6001–10001C).
Unfortunately, these operating conditions can lead to mechan-
ical stresses within the cell (cathode/electrolyte/anode) caused by
large thermal gradients1,2 existing both internally or at the con-
tact points with metallic interconnectors.

In order to understand the thermal behavior of SOFCs and to
improve the thermo-mechanical properties, knowledge of their
temperature fields is particularly important.3 In this respect, for
a plane geometry, it appears a relatively straightforward proce-
dure to incorporate the radiative contributions into numerical
codes dealing with mass and heat transfer.4–6 However, precise
results are precluded by the lack of thermo-physical data, i.e.,
thermal conductivity and radiative properties of the materials
used in SOFCs at operating temperatures. Moreover, the mate-
rials used in SOFCs are often textured ceramics, which leads to

an even more difficult prediction of the thermal radiative prop-
erties (TRPs) (reflectivity, transmittivity, and emissivity).
Although optics-based studies have been performed previously
on SOFC materials, including Raman1,2 and in situ potential-
dependent Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) emission
spectroscopy,7 the experimental measurement of TRPs requires
extensive further investigation, especially at high temperature. In
fact, very limited data are available even at room tempera-
ture.8,5,6 The term texture refers to the three-dimensional (3D)
spatial distribution of grains and pores within the ceramic and
their characteristic shape and size distribution. Furthermore, the
texture of a ceramic also determines its porosity and its surface
roughness. For a given material, the TRPs are influenced by
its intrinsic and extrinsic features, which are themselves related to
the chemical composition and texture. Recent investigations of
material’s multilength-scale characteristics show that it is possi-
ble to predict the TRPs from knowledge of the material’s 3D
structure and chemical composition.9–11 With the goal of per-
forming such a numerical work on SOFC materials, it is neces-
sary to first by measure their high-temperature radiative
properties and second to characterize both their chemical com-
position and texture. These two steps are performed in this study.

In this work, a porous coating of La2NiO41d,
12,13 which is

widely used as an SOFC cathode layer and operates at an in-
termediate temperature (B7001C),14–16 is studied. La2NiO41d is
well known for having good electronic conductivity,17 which
enhances its electrocatalytic activity in comparison with classical
cathodic materials. Indeed, the good electronic conductivity
leads to an increase in the number of available sites for reduc-
ing oxygen over the entire cathode volume, instead of limiting
the reaction only to the triple phase boundary (TPB),18 and
decreases the over-potential of the oxygen reduction reaction at
the TPB.19 La2NiO41d is a mixed ionic–electronic conductor
(MIEC) with a K2NiF4-type structure,

19 which can show a wide
range of oxygen excess (d).20–22 The insertion of oxygen relaxes
the structural constraints of the undoped compound at the lat-
tice scale. Then, it creates holes (Ni21-Ni31) within the ab
plane that can be trapped by the host lattice, i.e., polarons. The
insertion of oxygen is responsible for the highly anisotropic
properties23–25 of this compound. The polaronic carriers also
lead to a broad absorption band in the mid-infrared range if
they are trapped or a band localized in the far infrared range,
with a diminishing tail, if they are mobile.26,27 The insertion of
oxygen also controls the structural and physical (magnetic, elec-
trical, and optical) properties.22,28 Previous studies report that,
at room temperature, this oxide can behave as an semitranspar-
ent compound when d is zero and, when d increases to 0.25, it
turns into an opaque compound for very low thicknesses (a few
microns).29 On the other hand, knowing the value of d at high
temperatures is crucial for predicting La2NiO41d’s intrinsic
TRPs. A previous study dealt with the influence of d on the in-
trinsic TRPs of a Pr2NiO41d isostructural single crystal.
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In the following, we first describe the experimental methods
used for characterizing the radiative, chemical, and textural
properties of the porous La2NiO41d layer. We then present
the radiative data (normal spectral emissivity). Finally, the
radiative behavior of the layer is discussed with the purpose
of providing a basis for future numerical predictive studies of
TRPs or heat and mass transfer modeling.

II. Experimental Procedure

(1) Preparation of La2NiO41d Porous Layer

In this work, we use SOFC half-cells consisting of an electrolyte
based on ZrO2–8% Y2O3 (YSZ) and an La2NiO41d functional
layer. This layer was prepared by a sol–gel-modified process at
CIRIMAT—Toulouse, France. More details on the preparation
process can be found in Castillo and colleagues31,32 A disk of
polycrystalline YSZ was polished until its surface roughness (Ra)
was o10 nm. The surface was then cleaned by immersion in
deionized water and dried in air before deposition. The layer was
grown by dip-coating the YSZ in an La2NiO41d slurry. The av-
erage grain size of the La2NiO41d powder is around 200 nm. The
layer was annealed in air at 11501C with a temperature ramp of
21C/min. Multistep deposition and annealing were necessary to
achieve the desired increased thickness of the layers.12

(2) Layer Characterization

(A) X-Ray Diffraction (XRD): The crystallographic
structure of the layer was measured at 300 K using a Bruker
D8 advance diffractometer (lCuKa5 0.15418 nm). The acquisi-
tion time was 5 s with a step of 0.0161. The TOPAS software
(Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany) was used to determine the lattice
parameters.

(B) Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA): The intrinsic
TRPs of La2NiO41d depend mainly on d. Thus, it is crucial to
determine the value of d for the layer over the whole temperature
range from 201 to 9001C. In practice, it is very difficult to per-
form TGA measurements directly on a thick (on the order of
several micrometers) layer because the mass (o1 mg for a 10 mm
diameter and 5 mm thick pellet) is insufficient to obtain reliable
results. Therefore, to determine d, one can instead use the TGA
method on the La2NiO41d starting powder used in the synthesis
of the layer. Thus, 100 mg of powder was subjected to the same
thermal cycle as experienced during the sintering of the deposited
layer. The room-temperature value of d of the starting powder
was then obtained through a cycle of heating under a reducing
atmosphere (95% Ar15% H2 flow with a temperature rate of
0.51C/min) to completely decompose La2NiO41d into NiO and
La2O3 according to the following decomposition scheme

La2NiO4þd ÿ!450�C
La2NiO4 þ 0:5dO2 ÿ!900�C

La2O3

þNiþ ð0:5þ 0:5dÞO2

(1)

For all the experiments, a thermo-balance (Setaram SETSYS
Evolution 2400, sensitivity71 mg, Caluire, France) was used to
check the weight variation.

(C) Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy
(ESEM): ESEM imaging measurements were performed at
271C using a Philips FEI XL40 (Hillsboro, OR). The environ-
mental method was used to study the La2NiO41d sample be-
cause it avoids the use of a metallization procedure that would
otherwise interfere with subsequent optical studies. Moreover,
the ESEM apparatus is equipped with a table that enables the
acquisition of tilted ESEM images (with a small angle of tilting
(0,161)). The Mex

s

(ALICONA, Graz, Austria) software was
used to combine the tilted images to make a 3D image according
to a stereoscopic method.

(D) High-Temperature Infrared Emissivity Spectro-
scopy: High-temperature (up to 9001C by CO2 laser heating)
infrared emissivity measurements were performed using an
FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 80v) with a direct
method.33–35 This method involves the comparison of the flux
emitted by the heated sample with that emitted from a black-
body reference (Pyrox, PY8, Rambouillet, France). The sample
holder and the blackbody are positioned on an automated ro-
tation table (AEROTECH|ALAR-150, Pittsburgh, PA), which
rearranges the sources at the focal point of the spectrometer.
The heating of the sample is carried out with a CO2 laser with a
maximum power of 500 W. During an experiment, the laser
beam is divided by a beam splitter into two equal parts allowing
sample heating on both sides (see Fig. 1(a)). This optical con-
figuration is useful for minimizing the axial temperature gradi-
ents within the sample area. Furthermore, because the laser
beam has a Gaussian profile, only the sample’s area (+5

3 mm) that is heated by the top of the beam is considered for the
emissivity measurement. From this central area, where the tem-
perature is homogenous, a smallest zone is selected with a dia-
phragm located on the optical path corresponding to the emitted
flux in order to select an isothermal area of 1 mm-diameter on
the sample (Figs. 1(b) and (c)). Thus, radial temperature gradi-
ents are also avoided. By combining both these precautions, the
temperature homogeneity of the sample for emissivity measure-
ment is guaranteed (the temperature difference in this zone is
751C, thus the calculated error is 71%). A similar optical
condition is applied for measuring the flux emitted by the black-
body. The whole system is placed in a chamber operating under
a dry air purge to avoid absorption bands of H2O and of CO2

(see Fig. 1). According to De Sousa Meneses et al.,34 the emit-
tance of the sample can be determined by the knowledge of three
interferograms acquired with identical temperatures for the
blackbody reference and the sample, thus

Es ¼
FTðIs ÿ IaÞ
FTðIbb ÿ IaÞ

Lðs;TbbÞ ÿ Lðs;TaÞ
Lðs;TsÞ ÿ Lðs;TaÞ

(2)

where FT designates the Fourier transform. Ia is the interfero-
gram without sample measured under ambient conditions; Ibb
is measured from a blackbody reference at temperature Tbb; Is
is obtained with the sample positioned precisely at the
focus point at temperature Ts. La, Lbb, and Ls are the radiative
emissions predicted by Planck’s law at temperatures Ta, Tbb, and
Ts, respectively.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup used for emissivity measurements (a), infrared imaging of sample under temperature (Flir ThermaCAM
s

SC
3000, Wilsonville, OR) (b), and selected area for minimizing temperature gradients in the sample (c).



III. Results and Discussions

(1) Value of Excess Oxygen (d) for the La2NiO41d Layer

Figure 2 shows the XRD pattern of the La2NiO41d layer depos-
ited on a YSZ electrolyte substrate (thickness51 mm, diame-
ter5 10 mm, porosity B3%). The diffraction peaks found at
30.11, 34.91, 50.21, 59.61, and 62.51 correspond to the polycrys-
talline YSZ substrate. The lattice parameters (a5 5.36339 Å,
b55.45679 Å and c5 12.688746 Å) were refined using an or-
thorhombic (Fmmm) space group. However, the simple indexing
of diffraction patterns cannot be used to determine the value of d
because X-rays are not very sensitive to light atoms such as ox-
ygen. The neutron scattering length, on the other hand, is inde-
pendent of atomic number and hence neutron diffraction is more
sensitive to lightweight atoms including oxygen.36 However, this
technique requires a large sample volume, which is not available
in this study because the total mass of the layer is relatively small.

To accurately measure the value of d, we apply the method
proposed by Rice and Buttrey22 and Hücker et al.37 to the ac-
quired diffractogram. In this method, the value of d is extracted
from the lattice parameters (a, b, c), which are obtained by ob-
serving the position of the La2NiO41d peaks. Oxygen incorpo-
rated into the La2NiO4 lattice leads to an increase of the ‘‘c’’
parameter. With the previously proposed chart,22,37 we can
quantify the value of oxygen excess from the relationship be-
tween the ratio 2c

aþb
and d at T5 300 K. Thus, a value of d5 0.14

is found for the layer characterized by XRD at room temper-
ature. A similar value (B0.15) was obtained for the starting
powder by TGA under a reducing atmosphere (see Fig. 3).

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the study of starting powder by TGA
under air with the same thermal cycle as the layer deposition. This
decomposition scheme is shown in the following equation:

La2NiO4:15 ÿ!Tð�CÞ
La2NiO4þx þ ð0:15ÿ xÞO (3)

Although it is impossible to perform accurate TGA measure-
ments directly on the layer, this method serves as a guide to es-
timate the values of d for temperatures up to 10001C. At 7271C,
d was found to be B0.04. Figure 3(a) shows that the heat treat-
ment modified the value of d slightly; however, the room-tem-
perature value is close to 0.15, which is consistent with the value
obtained using the Rice method. This result is in agreement with
the value reported by Boehm et al.38 for La2NiO41d powders.
Furthermore, even if the evolution of d under air suggests a
possible reversible exchange of excess oxygen, more cycles of
heating must be planed to conclude on oxygen reversibility.

(2) Texture of La2NiO41d Porous Layer

The analysis of ESEM images performed on a cross-sectional
view shows that the real thickness of the layer is 5.4 mm. The

top-view of this layer is presented in Fig. 5. This figure shows
that the deposited layer is porous and that it is composed of
single crystalline grains of around 500 nm in size that are ho-
mogenously distributed on the surface. Thus, the relatively fine
and uniform texture allows a regular distribution of the molec-
ular oxygen over the entire volume of the La2NiO41d cathode.

The porosity of the layer was deduced from the ESEM image
using the ImageJ

s

software. The porosity is found to be near
34% (75%). However, this result can only be considered as a
relative value because this method induces a misjudgment of the
real total porosity of the coating and it cannot estimate the
closed porosity of a layer. A ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering
(USAXS) measurement could be performed to verify this result.

Figure 6 shows the 3D construction image of the surface layer
by stereo imaging. Assuming that the roughness obeys a Gauss-
ian distribution, and using the MEX software, we can extract
from this image the statistical parameters10 that describe the
surface roughness, e.g., the root-mean-square roughness orms,
the autocorrelation length t and the Gaussian roughness surface
slope arms. For this layer, orms and t were found to be 0.58 and
5.24, respectively. Thus, arms of our layer was estimated to be
0.16 because arms ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p

orms

t
.

(3) Radiative Properties of La2NiO41d Porous Layer

Figure 7 shows the variation of normal spectral emissivity as a
function of temperature for a 5.4-mm-thick layer. The spectra
were measured between 400 and 5000 cmÿ1 (i.e., 2 and 25 mm).
This spectral domain corresponds to the range expected for a ra-
diating body at temperatures from room temperature up to
9001C. Two domains can be easily distinguished. For wavenum-
bers lying between 400 and 2000 cmÿ1, a broad band can be
observed with an intensity that increases with increasing temper-
ature. Then, for wavenumbers lying between 2000 and 5000 cmÿ1,
a plateau is observed with a level that increases upon heating. This
plateau is typical of MIEC oxides having been observed previ-
ously in Pr2NiO41d thick porous layers (thickness B30 mm).39

When the temperature rises from 160 to 9001C, the normal total
emissivity of the layer increases slightly from 0.76 to 0.79 (see the
insert in Fig. 7). This value, which is rather high here, is calcu-
lated according to the following formula by assuming:

e_Total
s ðTÞ ¼

R1
s¼0

esðs;TÞLsðs;TÞds
R1
s¼0

Lðs;TÞds (4)

Such a value indicates that the intrinsic TRPs of the layer are
sufficiently efficient to generate a broad absorption band in the
mid-infrared range that corresponds to the second spectral do-
main and for the whole temperature range of this study. Note
that, for the coating, the value of d evolves from 0.15 at 201C to
0.04 at 9001C. Thus, the value of d should remain high enough

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of the La2NiO41d layer at 300 K. The
nonindexed peaks come from the La2NiO41d compound and the indexed
peaks are the YSZ substrate.

Fig. 3. Thermo-gravimetric analysis measurements under Ar:H2 flow
to determine the d of the La2NiO41d starting powders.



to preserve the optical activity of the polaronic carriers over the
entire temperature range.

Figure 8 shows two spectra: the normal spectral emissivity of
the analyzed samples (5.4 and 10.5 mm-thick layers) and that of
the uncoated YSZ substrate at 7271C. The spectrum of the YSZ
ceramic (thickness5 1 mm) is typical of a semitransparent oxide
ceramic; its emissivity is high in the far-infrared due to phononic
absorption (its emissivity is equal to unity at the Christiansen
wavenumber) and then decreases exponentially in the mid-
infrared range, to reach a very low emissivity at high wavenum-
bers. The addition of the La2NiO41d porous layer on the YSZ
substrate modifies its original optical behavior over the spectral
range covering the far- and the mid-infrared range. Note that
according to a previous study,40 the value of arms is equal to
0.16, which is less than the critical value of 0.28. Therefore, the
surface roughness will not significantly influence the TRPs.
Thus, we can conclude that surface roughness will not affect
the modeling of the emissivity. The optical signature due to the

lattice vibration of the YSZ substrate can be viewed in the mid-
infrared range (500–1500 cmÿ1) of the spectrum corresponding
to the semitransparent layer (5.4 mm thick—Fig. 8, red straight
line). In contrast, this signature does not appear when the layer
is opaque (10.5 mm thick—Fig. 8, blue dotted line). The spec-
trum is not deepened and behaves like a gray body. Between,
these two spectra, the slight increase of the emissivity can be
explained by the volumetric effect due to texture of the coating,
as was shown in Rousseau et al.10

(4) Is the Layer Optically Thick?

To go one step further, it would be interesting to model the ra-
diative behavior of this layer. However, one has to determine
whether the infrared light emitted from the cathode is due to the
layer itself or by a combination with the YSZ substrate. In other
words, we should determine whether the layer is optically thick.
The knowledge of the intrinsic TRPs of a single crystal of
La2NiO41d provides an interesting guideline from which to start
reasoning. We can begin by considering a grain of La2NiO41d

and continue by looking at a collection of grains that produce a
virtual layer of La2NiO41d with a similar texture to the real one
described above (thickness, porosity etc y).

In a previous work, the normal reflectivity spectra of a
La2NiO41d single crystal as a function of temperature (20–
7231C) in the ab plane and along the c axis were recorded and
studied (see Ta et al.40). It can be found that the La2NiO41d

single crystal exhibits an anisotropic property. Thus, the electri-
cally conductive behavior of the NiO2 planes (said ‘‘ab’’ planes)
and the rather insulating nature of the ‘‘c’’ axis influence the
optical behavior of the single crystal. Thus, the ab planes have
an important absorption coefficient over the whole spectral do-
main that is directly generated by the hole carriers, whereas the c
axis has an absorption coefficient that is dominated by phononic
mechanisms in the far-infrared range. For the c axis, the ab-
sorption mechanisms are rather low in the mid-infrared range,
just as for any dielectric compound. Thus, a dense layer con-
sisting of randomly oriented La2NiO41d grains (B500 nm) will
have an absorption coefficient largely dominated by the optical
contribution due to the ab plane. According to Mayerhöfer,41

the average complex dielectric function ~epolyðs;TÞ will reflect the

Fig. 5. Environmental scanning electron microscopy micrograph of the
surface view for the La2NiO41d sample at 300 K with a magnification of
� 1500 (a) and of � 12000 (b).

Fig. 6. Three-dimensional stereo imaging of a layer (5.4 mm thick)
rebuilt by environmental scanning electron microscopy (W�H5

107 mm� 69 mm).

Fig. 4. Thermo-gravimetric analysis measurements in air in to simulate their evolution during (a) the deposition process and (b) a ramp heat treatment.



contributions from the ab planes and c axis. For ceramics with
grains of about 500 nm, the absorption coefficient Kpolyðs;TÞ is
obtained by

Kpolyðs;TÞ ¼ 4 � p � s � =ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

~epoly s;Tð Þ
q

Þ

¼ 4 � p � s � =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2

3
~eabðs;TÞ þ

1

3
~ecðs;TÞ

r

 !

(5)

where ~epolyðs;TÞ is the mixed complex dielectric function of the
ceramic, ~eabðs;TÞ is the complex dielectric due to the ab plane,
and ~ecðs;TÞ is the complex dielectric due to the c axis. = stands
for the imaginary part of the complex dielectric function.

Next, let us consider the texture of the layer. As the size of
grains and pores are o500 nm, as revealed by ESEM, we can
use the effective medium approximation for a range of wave-
lengths ranging between 2 and 20 mm (i.e., wavenumbers from
500 to 5000 cmÿ1). For this purpose, the mixture law given by
Bruggeman42 has been used:

ð1ÿ pÞ ~epolyðs;TÞ ÿ ~eeffðs;TÞ
~epolyðs;TÞ þ 2~eeffðs;TÞ

þ p
~eporeðs;TÞ ÿ ~eeffðs;TÞ
~eporeðs;TÞ þ 2~eeffðs;TÞ

¼ 0

(6)

where p is the porosity and ~epore is equal to 1. In this equation,
the pores are supposed to be spherical, which is a good approx-
imation in view of the observations we made with ESEM
(Fig. 5(b)). Similarly, we can define an effective absorption co-
efficient Keffðs;TÞ ¼ 4 � p � s � Imð

ffiffiffi

~e
p

effÞ
Figure 9 shows that the increase in porosity produces a

decrease in the value of the absorption coefficient of a virtual
ceramic of La2NiO4.11 at T5 300 K. The introduction of air
(pores) in the ceramic increases the penetration depth of the
infrared radiation. It should be noted that within the effective
medium approximation, the phenomena related to light scatter-
ing are not taken into account. Supposing that the layer is
opaque (transmittance ¼ eÿKeffdlayer < 1%), a decrease of the
absorption coefficient translates into an increase of the layer
thickness. The minimum thickness for being optically thick was
calculated to be B9 mm for a sample of 34% porosity, which is
consistent with the semitransparence seen for the 5.4 mm-thick
layer. By assuming that the porosity of this kind of La2NiO41d

layer is in the range 30%–40%, this cut-off value can be used as
a criterion to distinguish a semitransparent radiative behavior
from an opaque radiative behavior. Note that a great variety of
La2NiO41d layers are produced today for electrochemical ap-
plications at high temperature (cathodic layers for SOFC,
membrane for gaseous exchange) and their respective thick-
nesses can evolve between 0.6 mm43 and 200 mm.44 Furthermore,
for the specific case of SOFC, a current challenge is to reduce the
thickness of the cathodic layer to few microns. What does this
mean from a thermal point of view? If the cathodic layer is
semitransparent, one has to know its optical thickness, its
albedo, and its scattering phase function at the operating
temperature of the cell in order to solve the radiation heat
transfer issue.8,45–46 This task requires the use of the identifica-
tion method,45,46 among others, to retrieve albedo and optical
thickness from the knowledge of both the normal hemispherical
reflectance and transmittance of the coating and by using the
fact that light scattering is isotropic. In other words, more
complex work is required in this case in order to carefully
calculate the temperature field within the cell of a semitranspar-
ent layer in YSZ ceramic substrate—this substrate also exhibits
optically thin behavior.8 In contrast, when the cathodic layer is
sufficiently opaque—i.e., when the optical thickness is large
enough (44.65ÿln(1%) as it has been defined previously),
only knowledge of the emissivity is necessary to compute the
radiative energy exchange, especially between the cell and the
internal part of the metallic channel that transports reactive gas
(oxygen for cathode). This calculation can be performed using
the net radiosity method46 assuming that each wall (the cathode
and the internal channel) is opaque. However, as noted by
Damm and Fedorov,5 ‘‘When one of the walls is a porous
surface of the electrode, this assumption may be questionable

Fig. 7. Normal spectral emissivity at different temperatures for a
5.4-mm-thick layer. Insert: normal total emissivity as a function of
temperature.

Fig. 8. Normal spectral emissivity at 7271C obtained on an uncoated
YSZ substrate and a La2NiO41d/YSZ sample.

Fig. 9. Variation of absorption coefficient as a function of the porosity
(modeling using d5 0.11.



and the analysis becomes proportionally more complex.’’ This
indicates that modeling the thermal field of the whole cell first
requires a careful analysis of the material features (porosity,
texture, chemical composition).

In the other hand, this study indicates that for the two layers
of La2NiO41d (5.4 and 10.5 mm), even if the levels of their
normal spectral emissivity appear as rather similar (see Fig. 8),
their optical behavior is, in contrast, completely different.
Ignoring this difference can lead to an incorrect interpretation
of the heat transfer within the cell. Note that for La2NiO41d

cathodes (pB30%–40%) with a thickness 49 mm, their normal
spectral emissivity must be very similar to the one of the 10.5 mm
thick La2NiO41d layer. Furthermore, the modeling of the
normal spectral emissivity of 5.4-mm thick La2NiO41d layer
must take into account the YSZ substrate as well as the
La2NiO41d layer.

Another important consideration to improve this work in-
volves the method of measuring the porosity. Once the other key
parameters, such as the thickness and d, are fixed, the correct
measurement of porosity is important. To this end, we
are preparing to characterize the layer using USAXS at the
Advanced Photon Source (Argonne, Argonne, IL).47

Furthermore, we must also ensure that porosity remains
stable within this temperature range. We must therefore verify
whether or not the operating temperature of the cell can lead to
an undesired sintering (decrease in porosity) for several cycles of
heating. A similar study must also be scheduled for the oxygen
excess (d) for several cycles of use. The steadiness of these
two parameters should lead to the thermal stability of the
La2NiO41d layer.

V. Conclusions

An La2NiO41d porous layer was prepared by dip-coating with
an appropriate ink including La2NiO41d powder. The textural
parameters (porosity, surface roughness, and thickness) were
investigated in addition to the chemical parameters (over-
stoichiometry, d). The layer showed a thickness of 5.4 mm,
porosity of 34% and oxygen over-stoichiometry of 0.14. The
normal emittance spectra of the La2NiO41d layer at high
temperatures (up to 9001C) were studied for the first time. The
normal total emissivity of the layer increased from 0.76 to 0.79
with increasing temperature from 160 to 9001C. The influence of
the textural parameters on the optical properties was also
observed. The value obtained is typical of a gray body with a
rather high emissivity. However, the porosity makes the layer
semitransparent because it decreases the intrinsic value of the
coefficient of absorption. Consequently, a computational mod-
eling study on the radiative properties of this specific layer over
the entire temperature range must be based on a bilayer model
for dealing with both the optically thin YSZ substrate and
optically thin La2NiO41d layer.
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